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Book Descriptions:

9825i2 robertshaw manual

Click, call or email. We’re ready to help you with all of your Robertshaw product questions and
concerns. Our patent pending SetUp Wizard can help you spend 50% less installation time over
competitive models. Featurerich, the 9801i2 and 9825i2 thermostats can be used with the 9025i
outdoor sensor to maintain comfort settings and indoor humidity levels while minimizing window
condensation. Features and Benefits. Our Live Chat hours areIf you have problems accessing your
account, please contact us at 18887574774 and well help you out. This versatile thermostat provides
control over both humidification and dehumidification. When used in conjunction with our 9025i
outdoor sensor, the 9825i2 automatically controls indoor humidity levels maintaining optimal
comfort while minimizing condensation on windows. Your customers will enjoy maximum comfort
and energy savings and you will benefit from the time and effort saved by installing a single device
that does the work of two. The new Setup Wizard allows you to spend 50% less time setting up the
thermostat over competitive models. Everything is in plain language so there are no complicated
codes or button combinations to memorize. Plus with our new universal design, one unit does the job
of many saving time and money. The new 9825i2 is so user friendly it sets a higher standard in
efficiency and simplicity for programmable thermostats. It is truly comfort made even easier.Add
item to cart for lowest price.Manufacturers warranty still applies.Join our mailing list to receive
exclusive offers and coupons. Become familiar with your thermostats controls and displays by
reviewing the information on the next three pages. Current date and time These 2 icons move when
heating or cooling are on. Set At 70 68.9 This area of the display OutsiArrow shows there is Arrow
shows there is more to see. Use the more to see. Use The main screen displays the cool icon
.http://www.lecourbe.dk/userfiles/canon-mini-dv-md205-manual.xml
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Cancel Accept Auto To access the Override Settings, select Menu on the main screen. This can be a
few hours, or it can be a longer period. Fan Schedule To sThe distance between the heating and
cooling setpoints cannot be smaller than the deadband. For more information about deadband, see
COMFORT SETTINGS on page 18. NOTE There is a letter A next to the on the main screen. Fan
Mode Auto Possible fan modes are Intermittent On 5Min InteIndividual Days you may select the
actHumidify BelMain Menu Choose Comfort Settings, from the Main Menu. Comfort Settings The
four items available. This versatilethermostat provides control over both humidification and
dehumidification. When used in conjunction with our 9025ioutdoor sensor, the thermostat
automatically controlsindoor humidity levels maintaining optimal comfort whileminimizing
condensation on windows. Your customers willenjoy maximum comfort and energy savings and you
willbenefit from the time and effort saved by installing a singledevice that does the work of two.The
Setup Wizard allows you to spend 50% less timesetting up the thermostat over competitive models.
Everymenu provides stepbystep instructions so there are nocomplicated codes or button
combinations to memorize.The 9800i2 series is so user friendly, it sets a higherst and ard in
efficiency and simplicity for programmablethermostats. It is truly comfort made easy. Your name and
phone number remindyour customers when service is needed.5 YearLimitedWarranty24V AC
POWERED Page 2 9801 i 29825 i 2DELUXE SERIESPROGRA Thank you, for helping us keep this
platform clean. The editors will have a look at it as soon as possible. We primarily work with vendors
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or factories, not individual artist or craftsman. For custom made products, we usually only cater to
bulk size order that meets the minimum quantity requirement of a single factory run. Dont be shy.
Ask. What we can accomplish may surprise
you.http://mekongauto.com.vn/uploads/userfiles/canon-mg4250-user-manual.xml

Weve combined humidity and temperature control in one easy to install, easy to program thermostat.
This versatile thermostat provides control over both humidification and dehumidification. When used
in conjunction with our 9025i outdoor sensor, the 9801i2 automatically controls indoor humidity
levels maintaining optimal comfort while minimizing condensation on windows. Your customers will
enjoy maximum comfort and energy savings and you will benefit from the time and effort saved by
installing a single device that does the work of two. The new Setup Wizard allows you to spend 50%
less time setting up the thermostat over competitive models. Everything is in plain language so there
are no complicated codes or button combinations to memorize. The new 9801i2 is so user friendly it
sets a higher standard in efficiency and simplicity for programmable thermostats. It is truly comfort
made even easier. Datasheets This versatile thermostat provides control over both humidification
and dehumidification. When used in conjunction with our 9025i outdoor sensor, the 9825i2
automatically controls indoor humidity levels maintaining optimal comfort while minimizing
condensation on windows. Your customers will enjoy maximum comfort and energy savings and you
will benefit from the time and effort saved by installing a single device that does the work of two.
The new Setup Wizard allows you to spend 50% less time setting up the thermostat over competitive
models. Everything is in plain language so there are no complicated codes or button combinations to
memorize. Plus with our new universal design, one unit does the job of many saving time and money.
The new 9825i2 is so user friendly it sets a higher standard in efficiency and simplicity for
programmable thermostats. It is truly comfort made even easier.

Datasheets Designed for new construction or replacement applications, these models feature 7 day
programming with the choice of 2 or 4 program periods per day, a keypad lock, a cover lock, and
optional remote indoor and outdoor temperature sensors. They also include as standard features
automatic changeover, permanent program memory retention during any type of power outage, and
a smart fan option that can run the fan continually during occupied periods, which is a requirement
in many commercial applications. It comes in a stylish slimline design with a large easy to read
liquid crystal display LCD. No Datasheets Designed for new construction or replacement
applications, these models feature 7 day programming with the choice of 2 or 4 program periods per
day, a keypad lock, a cover lock, and optional remote indoor and outdoor temperature sensors. They
also include as standard features automatic changeover, permanent program memory retention
during any type of power outage, and a smart fan option that can run the fan continually during
occupied periods, which is a requirement in many commercial applications. It comes in a stylish
slimline design with a large easy to read liquid crystal display LCD. No Datasheets Designed for new
construction or replacement applications, these models feature 7 day programming with the choice
of 2 or 4 program periods per day, a keypad lock, a cover lock, and optional remote indoor and
outdoor temperature sensors. They also include as standard features automatic changeover,
permanent program memory retention during any type of power outage, and a smart fan option that
can run the fan continually during occupied periods, which is a requirement in many commercial
applications. It comes in a stylish slimline design with a large easy to read liquid crystal display LCD.
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No Datasheets Designed for new construction or replacement applications, these models feature 7
day programming with the choice of 2 or 4 program periods per day, a keypad lock, a cover lock, and
optional remote indoor and outdoor temperature sensors. They also include as standard features
automatic changeover, permanent program memory retention during any type of power outage, and
a smart fan option that can run the fan continually during occupied periods, which is a requirement
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in many commercial applications. It comes in a stylish slimline design with a large easy to read
liquid crystal display LCD. Datasheets Designed for new construction or replacement applications,
these models feature 7 day programming with the choice of 2 or 4 program periods per day, a
keypad lock, a cover lock, and optional remote indoor and outdoor temperature sensors. They also
include as standard features automatic changeover, permanent program memory retention during
any type of power outage, and a smart fan option that can run the fan continually during occupied
periods, which is a requirement in many commercial applications. It comes in a stylish slimline
design with a large easy to read liquid crystal display LCD. Datasheets Designed for new
construction or replacement applications, these models feature 7 day programming with the choice
of 2 or 4 program periods per day, a keypad lock, a cover lock, and optional remote indoor and
outdoor temperature sensors. They also include as standard features automatic changeover,
permanent program memory retention during any type of power outage, and a smart fan option that
can run the fan continually during occupied periods, which is a requirement in many commercial
applications. It comes in a stylish slimline design with a large easy to read liquid crystal display LCD.
No Datasheets We listened. Finally, a programmable thermostat thats easy to program.

http://www.eau-petit-pont.com/images/brother-mfc-9060-manual.pdf

Similar to a common cell phone, this menu driven programming style is so easy, you dont even need
a manual. Since programming is a breeze, your customers will really appreciate energy saving
features like adjustable minimum and maximum temperature controls, and Energy Efficient
Recovery. We took the guess work out and put simplicity in. Its programming made easy. Datasheets
The Setup Wizard allows you to spend 50% less time setting up the thermostat over competitive
models. Plus everything is in plain language so there are no complicated codes or button
combinations to memorize. Weve also made programming even easier for your customers. Menus
are easier to navigate. Weve even added additional convenience features such as automated time
adjustment for Daylight Saving Time, along with new indoor air quality reminders. The new series is
so user friendly, it sets a higher standard in efficiency and simplicity for programmable thermostats.
It is truly programming made even easier. Datasheets. This versatile thermostat provides control
over both humidification and dehumidification. When used in conjunction with our 9025i outdoor
sensor, the 9825i2 automatically controls indoor humidity levels maintaining optimal comfort while
minimizing condensation on windows. You will enjoy maximum comfort and energy savings and you
will benefit from the time and effort saved by installing a single device that does the work of two.
The new Setup Wizard allows you to spend 50% less time setting up the thermostat over competitive
models. Everything is in plain language so there are no complicated codes or button combinations to
memorize. Plus with our new universal design, one unit does the job of many saving time and money.
The new 9825i2 is so user friendly it sets a higher standard in efficiency and simplicity for
programmable thermostats. It is truly comfort made even easier.You can also adjust the brightness
and contrast for improved readability.
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This versatile thermostat provides control over both humidification and dehumidification. When used
in conjunction with our 9025i outdoor sensor, the 9825i2 automatically controls indoor humidity
levels maintaining optimal comfort while minimizing condensation on windows. You will enjoy
maximum comfort and energy savings and you will benefit from the time and effort saved by
installing a single device that does the work of two. The new Setup Wizard allows you to spend 50%
less time setting up the thermostat over competitive models. Everything is in plain language so there
are no complicated codes or button combinations to memorize. Plus with our new universal design,
one unit does the job of many saving time and money. The new 9825i2 is so user friendly it sets a
higher standard in efficiency and simplicity for programmable thermostats. It is truly comfort made
even easier.You can also adjust the brightness and contrast for improved readability. Not a member
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Join today Need further assistance. Forgot username or password. Not a member Join today Need
further assistance. Please call Member Services at 18003330663. Discover everything Scribd has to
offer, including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime.Scribd
members can read and download full documents. Your first days are free. Continue Reading with
Trial Share this document Share or Embed Document Sharing Options Share on Facebook, opens a
new window Share on Twitter, opens a new window Share on LinkedIn, opens a new window Share
with Email, opens mail client Copy Text Related Interests Thermostat Hvac Electrical Wiring Heat
Pump Fahrenheit Footer Menu Back To Top About About Scribd Press Our blog Join our team.
Browse Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change Language.
The 2 stage cooling is not an issue. Wire your Y to Y1 and do not connect anything to Y2. Last fall I
installed a honeywell humidifier and a prestige TS.

Winter and heating went fine. Now, I have turned on the ac. Regardless of what temp I set, the air
conditioning will not turn off. i.e I have set the desired temp to 72 degrees. The temp reaches 72,
but AC keeps running. The interesting thing is that the indoor temp does not go below 72 and the ac
keeps running. I know this can be because of variety of reasons, including vent dust. Im getting it
cleaned in a weeks time. Meanwhile, can someone let me know if I got the wiring right.We welcome
your comments andAll rights reserved. You may freely linkView our Privacy Policy here. Quick
Reference Chart. Value Series. Economy Series. Deluxe Series. Model. Program. Application.
Staging. Power. Auto. Changeover. Electric. Gas. Oil. Heat. Pump. Millivolt. Heat. CoolReserve.
Adjustable. Differential. Energy. Efficient. Recovery. Back. LightingRemote. Sensors. Indoor. Sensor.
Outdoor. Sensor. Terminations. Programmable. Fan. Energy. Keypad. Lockout. Filter. Monitor.
Vacation. Hold. Special. FeaturesDehumidificationDehumidificationRh, WDeluxe. Series.
Programmable Thermostats. Programmable Thermostats With Humidity Control. Setup Wizard.
Menu Driven Display. Brighter Adjustable Backlight. Nightlight Option. Auto Changeover. Automatic
Daylight Saving TimeEnglish, Spanish or French Display Option. Value. Series. NonProgrammable
Thermostats. Auto Changeover. PopUp Wizard. Bigger Brighter Backlight with Nightlight Option.
WorryFree Memory Retention. Easy Battery Access. Programmable ThermostatsAuto Changeover.
PopUp Wizard. Bigger Brighter Backlight with Nightlight Option. WorryFree Memory Retention.
Easy Battery Access. Economy. Series. NonProgrammable Thermostats. Bigger Brighter Backlight.
Adjustable Temperature Differential. WorryFree Memory Retention RS2210 only. Filter Monitor.
Low Temperature Freeze Protection RS2110 only. Programmable Thermostats. Bigger Brighter
Backlight. Adjustable Temperature Differential. WorryFree Memory Retention RS3210 only. Filter
Monitor.

Low Temperature Freeze Protection RS3110 onlyAll other brands mentioned in this chart may be the
trademarks of their respective owners.All rights reserved. Thermostat Overview 1502122E.
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